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Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

November 29 marks an anniversary illustrative of the international community’s 

relationship with the Palestinian people. Fifty-six years ago, on 29 November 1977, the 

United Nations General Assembly voted for a proposal to partition Palestine into a Jewish and 

an Arab state. Thirty years later, still grappling with the protracted Israeli-Palestinian conflict, 

the United Nations declared 29 November the UN Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian 

people and their right to self-determination. Today, 56 years after the UN partition resolution 

and subsequent UN efforts at peace-making, the Palestinian people continue to live in an 

environment characterized by exile and forced displacement, increasing racism and an 

emerging Israeli apartheid regime. What future is there for the Palestinian people? What 

future is there for international solidarity with the Palestinian people’s struggle for freedom, 

justice and a durable peace? 
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Reaffirming that the United Nations had a permanent responsibility with respect to the 

question of Palestine until it was resolved in a satisfactory manner in accordance with 

international law, the Assembly, on 3 December 2001, authorized the Committee on the 

Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People to continue to promote the 

exercise of these rights, to adjust its work programme in the light of developments, and to 

emphasize the need to mobilize support and assistance for the Palestinian people. 

 

In the words of UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan, “excessive and disproportionate 

force has often been used by the Israeli authorities, along with extrajudicial killings, arbitrary 

detentions, deportations and collective punishment measures such as house demolitions. Such 

actions only intensify rage, desperation and a desire for revenge.” At the same time, the UN 

chief has also condemned attacks on Israeli civilians.  

 

Today it is estimated that more than two-thirds (6 million) of the Palestinian people are 

displaced. While Palestinians owned over 90% of the land in mandatory Palestine on the eve 

of the 1948 war, today Palestinians have access to just 10% of their land in Israel and the 

1967 occupied territories. The Palestinian people constitute one of the largest and longest 

standing unresolved cases of displacement in the world today. There is no distinction between 

civilian and combatant in Israel’s self-declared “war on terrorism,” which has left more than 

1,800 Palestinians and 400 Israeli civilians dead, more than 20,000 Palestinians injured, and 

some 8,000 in Israeli detention centers. 

 

Taking all this into serious consideration, WHO implements a Joint Government/WHO 

Programme Review and Planning Mission (JPRM) every two years. With regards to the 

Palestinian situation, this joint endeavour ensures that the Government of Palestine, in 

collaboration with the World Health Organization, reviews its achievements and constraints, 

identifies its problems and determines its priorities, designs the strategic health plan to meet 

the needs, assesses and analyses the resources needed and determines the implementation 

steps and timetable for this joint collaborative programme. 

 

At this stage we are pleased to announce that the planning figure made available from the 

WHO regular budget resources for the biennium 2004/2005 for Palestine is US$ 947,000. 

This is in addition to funds for special programmes carried out by technical units at HQ. 
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The main achievements that have come about as a result of these programmes are the 

efficient rehabilitation of the health system weakened by Israeli occupation, the 

implementation of the national health plan, and the design of a national social insurance 

scheme. The main constraints are the persistent Israeli occupation, which restricts free 

movement between Gaza and the West Bank, limited support from donor agencies, and lack 

of qualified human resources. In addition to this, the Palestinian Health Sector is in critical 

condition. The Israeli occupation disrupts the administration, planning and delivery of care. 

The impact of the occupation is evident in the increased sufferings of victims through 

physical injury and mental stress. A substantial number of the population have disabilities 

needing rehabilitation services. Health infrastructure was badly damaged during the recent 

war and has not yet been rehabilitated. Many of those existing are poorly maintained. The 

referral system is also interrupted especially out of the main cities. 

 

In conclusion, the major challenges in health service delivery are to continue growing in 

challenging economic and war situations, to have more cooperation and integration between 

different sectors, to face brain-drainage and to obtain accreditation and re-licensure. 

 

   


